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Abstract 
Bifacial solar cells are used in several specialized photovoltaic system concepts, such as albedo collecting modules or 
in conjunction with upconverter materials. We present a simulation model for bifacial solar cells that allows the 
investigation of the rear side illumination of solar cells with great flexibility. We apply this model to bifacial test 
structures with different rear side reflectors and compare them to structures without rear side reflector. We consider 
the optical properties of planar cells, random pyramids only on the front side and random pyramids on front and rear 
side. Thereby, the optical simulation results show good qualitative agreement with test samples featuring the 
simulated reflection properties. Samples with texturing on both sides together with white paint as a rear side reflector 
show very good light trapping properties, but also other rear reflector configurations with diffuse scatterers, like e.g. 
PTFE, and specular reflectors like Ag mirrors show a comparable high increase in the photogenerated current density.  
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1. Introduction 
Optimizing the light management in Si solar cells is crucial for the achievement of higher conversion 
efficiencies [1-3]. Optical simulations, which have to be adapted to the considered solar cell concept, are 
powerful tools for finding optimal light trapping schemes. Wave optical methods allow the simulation of 
coherence effects at e.g. diffractive gratings [3], but the calculations are time consuming and require a lot 
of computer resources. Geometrical optics is used if the simulated structures are larger than the coherence 
length of the light. For our simulations of the optical properties of Si solar cells, we use both a three-
dimensional Monte Carlo raytracer [4] in combination with a transfer matrix algorithm to calculate thin 
antireflection coatings. 
In standard solar cell simulations, only the front side of the solar cell is illuminated while the rear side 
is fully covered with metal, which also serves as a rear reflector. For bifacial cells, the simulation is more 
complex because of the possible additional illumination from the rear side. Therefore, we present a 
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simulation approach that divides the optical simulation into two independent simulations of the front and 
rear side illumination. Thus, great flexibility regarding spectra and angular dependence is achieved, which 
corresponds to the manifold applications of bifacial solar cells, such as in albedo collecting modules [5] 
that are illuminated by direct sunlight on the front, while the rear side collects diffuse radiation from 
clouds or white walls. Other possibilities are the combination of bifacial solar cells with static 
concentrators [6] or with optically active materials on the rear side that change the spectrum of the 
transmitted light, like upconverters [7-9] or fluorescent materials [10].  
Another field of application for bifacial optical simulations are cell types whose rear side is not fully 
covered with metal in order to reduce surface recombination and material costs. For these cell types the 
question arises which rear side reflector shall be used for the non-metalized areas at the rear side, and 
whether or not it is advantageous to have a textured rear side [11, 12]. In this study, we present the optical 
properties of a broad range of different bifacial test samples with varying surface morphologies and rear 
side reflectors. With our simulation model, we calculate these optical properties and are able to quantify 
the enhancement of the photogenerated current density jph.  
2. Experiments 
A broad range of test samples with different surface morphologies were produced. We used 4´´ wafers 
of 10 Ωcm floatzone Si material with a thickness of 200 μm. Three different surface morphologies were 
considered, either planar surfaces or random pyramids on one or both sides, as shown in Fig. 1. All 
samples feature the same antireflection coatings on both sides: a 10 nm thick Al2O3 layer for electric 
surface passivation and a 65 nm thick SiNx antireflection coating. The reflectivity R0 of each test sample 
was measured using a Cary 500i photospectrometer. Different reflectors were placed behind the wafer and 
the reflectivity Rsys of the system consisting of wafer and reflector was measured. The following reflectors 
were used: 
i. Metallized (Ag): 100 nm of Ag were applied by vapour deposition. 
ii. Air + Ag: An Ag mirror is located behind the wafer; a gap of air between wafer and Ag remains. 
iii. White paint: White acrylic paint was applied directly on the rear side of the wafer. The paint 
flows into the texture and no air gap between the wafer and the paint is expected. 
iv. Air + white paint: A glass plate painted with white paint is located behind the wafer. 
v. Air + paper: 16 layers of standard white printing paper are located behind the wafer. 
vi. Air + PTFE: A piece of sintered PTFE (Polythetrafluoroethylene) powder with a thickness of 
1 cm is located behind the wafer. 
The reflectivity of the white paint, the paper and the PTFE were measured without a test wafer. These 
quantities are important input parameters for the simulation of the systems with diffuse reflectors. 
 
Fig. 1. Three types of test samples were produced: (pp) means planar wafers, (tp) wafers with random pyramids on the front side 
and (tt) wafers with random pyramids on both sides. Blue designates Si, orange represents the antireflection coatings 
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3. Simulation setup 
For the simulations, we used the semiconductor device simulation program Sentaurus TCAD [4]. Two 
different simulation approaches were used to account for the different rear side reflectors. For the 
reflectors i and ii (cf. section 2), which serve as mirrors, a single simulation with front side illumination 
was used. Behind the wafer, the light rays are reflected by a region with the optical properties of Ag. The 
Ag is placed either directly behind the rear side antireflection coating to simulate the metallization, or at 
some distance behind the cell while the gap is filled with air, which corresponds to a mirror behind the 
cell. 
For the simulation of the wafers with diffuse reflectors, a special approach considering the bifacial 
characteristics was developed. Two separate simulations were performed, one for the illumination of the 
front and one for the rear side. The front side illumination is normal to the wafers surface, while the rear 
side illumination is distributed according to cos(θ), as we assume the paper, the white paint and the PTFE 
to be quite good lambertian reflectors. For each test structure we calculated the spectral reflection Rf(λ) 
and Rr(λ), absorption Af(λ) and Ar(λ) and transmission Tf(λ) and Tr(λ) for front and rear side illumination, 
respectively. If the reflectivity of the reflector (paper, white paint or PTFE) is given by RR(λ), the total 
absorption A(λ) and reflection R(λ) is given by: 
 A(λ) = Af(λ) + Tf(λ) RR(λ) Ar(λ) / (1 – Rr(λ) RR(λ))     (1.1) 
 R(λ) = Rf(λ) + Tf(λ) RR(λ) Tr(λ) / (1 – Rr(λ) RR(λ)) (1.2) 
Multiple reflections between the solar cell and the reflector can be expressed as a geometric series that 
leads to the factor 1/(1 – Rr(λ) RR(λ)). This is always possible if the emission of the reflector does not 
depend on the direction of the incident light, which is the case for lambertian diffuse reflectors. 
The simulation of the wafers with white paint applied directly on the rear side antireflection coating 
(reflector iii) is in analogy to the cases iv - vi, but the missing air gap has to be considered in the  
simulations. Since the paint is directly applied on the texture there is no air gap between the SiNx and the 
paint. Thus, for the simulation of the rear side illumination the starting window of the rays has to be 
located within a region of the SiNx in order to avoid refraction at the SiNx surface. As a consequence, 
interference effects from the SiNx layer on the rear side are neglected, which might lead to deviations 
from experimental results. Additionally, the reflectivity of the white paint RR = white paint has to be the 
reflectivity of a SiNx/paint surface, which could not be measured directly. Instead, we use the Fresnel 
formula for the reflectivity of an interface between two refractive indices n1 and n2 at normal incidence: 
 R = |(n1 - n2)/(n1 + n2)|²  (2) 
Using Eq. 2 and the measured reflectivity of white paint against air, we obtained an effective refractive 
index of white paint and from this a rough approximation of the reflectivity of white paint against SiNx. 
4. Results and discussion 
To verify our simulation results, we calculated the reflection enhancement ∆R = Rsys – R0 which is 
caused by the reflector. On the left hand side of Fig. 2 the simulated ∆R values compared to the ∆R 
obtained from measurements are shown. Comparing the measured and simulated Rsys  and R0 values, a 
very good agreement was achieved for the planar surfaces. For the test structures with textured surfaces,  
certain deviation was observed especially in the long wavelength range around O = 1000 nm. We attribute 
this to imperfections in the random pyramid structure as can be seen in microscopy images of the surfaces 
(not shown). By implementing such imperfections in the simulation of textured structures in terms of e.g. 
planar areas within the pyramidal structure, a very good agreement of simulation and experiment could be 
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achieved. However, in order to obtain more general results, we refrain from such modifications and regard 
only the case of perfect pyramids. The differences to the measurements shall largely cancel out by 
regarding only ∆R instead of the total reflections Rsys. In fact, the tendencies in the overall behavior of ∆R 
are well reproduced in simulations, especially in the case of non-textured surfaces (pp).  
 
  
  
  
Fig. 2. Left hand side: Comparison of simulated and measured reflection enhancement ∆R caused by the different reflectors for the 
three cell types a, b and c (cf. Fig. 1). Right hand side: The absorption enhancement ∆A results from the simulation of ∆R 
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Table 1. The simulated photogenerated current for each wafer type and the current enhancement due to different rear side reflectors 
under illumination with the AM1.5G solar spectrum The wafer thickness is 200 μm. Errors are deduced from the deviation of 
simulated and measured ∆R curves 
Wafer type (pp) planar/planar (tp) textured/planar (tt) textured/textured 
jph[mA/cm²] 
(without Reflector) 
36.01 41.84 41.23 
Rear Side Reflector ∆jph [mA/cm²] ∆jph [mA/cm²] ∆jph [mA/cm²] 
i. metallized (Ag) 1.09±0.04 0.19±0.07 1.23±0.38 
ii. air + Ag 1.10±0.04 0.27±0.08 1.31±0.44 
iii. white paint 2.34±0.46 0.23±0.20 1.68±0.62 
iv. air + white paint 1.12±0.04 0.25±0.09 1.36±0.43 
v. air + paper 1.12±0.04 0.26±0.10 1.36±0.42 
vi. air + PTFE 1.18±0.04 0.28±0.08 1.43±0.45 
 
On the right hand side of Fig. 2, the simulated absorption enhancement ∆A caused by the reflector is 
shown. The corresponding enhancement of the photogenerated current jph for every system is listed in 
Table 1, together with the simulated jph of each wafer type if no reflector is applied. In these jph values, 
shadowing by contact fingers is not included. Since ∆A cannot be measured directly, the deviations of the 
simulated and measured ∆R curves are used to indicate the correctness of the simulation results. The error 
on jph is calculated from this deviation and from an overall error of the reflection measurements of 1%. 
For wafer type (tt) in combination with reflector iii, the simulated and measured ∆R match remarkably 
well, because two systematical errors are canceled out: The simulation of wafer type (tt) generally 
overestimates ∆R. On the other hand it underestimates the ∆R of reflector iii, which we address to the 
approximation of RR = white paint mentioned above. The two systematical errors are estimated separately and 
treated as independent sources of error with a consequently larger error of the jph for configuration iii (tt).  
The  reflector which leads to the highest absorption enhancement for wafer type (pp) is white paint 
directly applied to the rear side. For diffuse reflectors with air gap between wafer and reflector, the light 
re-entering the wafer after reflection has an opening angle of merely 17° due to refraction at the rear 
surface of the wafer. This results in a path length enhancement of less than 4.4% of the wafer thickness. If 
the diffuse reflector is placed directly on the rear surface, much more oblique light paths are possible. 
For wafer type (tp), the rear side reflector generally has a minor effect on the optical performance (note 
the different scaling in Fig. 2(tp)). The reason is the total internal reflection when the light first hits the 
rear side, so that even without a reflector very little light escapes at the rear side. This is why reflection 
enhancement is only observable at higher wavelengths, and the reason for the high jph value in Table 1. In 
contrast to this, wafer type (tt) allows much more light to be transmitted through the wafer, which results 
in a slightly lower jph value, but higher absorption enhancement by reflectors. Interestingly, this system 
performs even better than wafer type (tp) if a reflector is applied. Obviously, even longer path lengths can 
be obtained by double-sided texturing, as long as transmission is inhibited. 
Reflector i, the metallized rear surface, shows the lowest current enhancement of all considered 
reflectors. Usually, solar cells with passivated and metallized rear sides feature dielectric layers that are 
thicker than the 65 nm SiNx used in this study, which leads to a better reflectivity. In our simulations we 
observe that, especially for wafer type (tp), the Ag can even reduce reflection if the SiNx layer is too thin, 
because this leads to attenuated total internal reflection. This effect is overestimated in simulation, thus we 
choose a SiNx layer thickness of 0.5 μm for the simulation of configuration i (tp) to reproduce the 
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measurements. Generally, the errors on ∆jph are too large to decide which reflector is really the best one 
for a given wafer type, with the exception of white paint for wafer type (pp). 
5. Conclusions 
In this study we compared the light trapping properties of different rear side reflectors by simulation 
and experiment. We used Ag, PTFE, white paint and paper as rear side reflectors and applied them to 
planar wafers and wafers with random pyramids on the front and on both sides. It turned out that solar 
cells with textured front and planar rear side have better light trapping properties than cells with textured 
front and rear side, as long as no reflector is applied on the rear side. But due to the high transmission of 
cells with double-sided texturing, this cell type strongly benefits from a good rear side reflector. Thus, the 
highest photogenerated current density jph is obtained with texturing on both surfaces together with a rear 
side reflector. Here, a direct application of white paint seems to be very promising, but also other 
reflectors like e.g. PTFE or Ag show a comparable increase in jph within the assumed error margin.  
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